Advantages of the nested case-control design in diagnostic research
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Abstract

Background: Despite its benefits, it is uncommon to apply the nested case-control design in diagnostic research. We aim to show advantages of this design for diagnostic accuracy studies.

Methods: We used data from a full cross-sectional diagnostic study comprising a cohort of 1295 consecutive patients who were selected on their suspicion of having deep vein thrombosis (DVT). We draw nested case-control samples from the full study population with case:control ratios of 1:1, 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4 (per ratio 100 samples were taken). We calculated diagnostic accuracy estimates for two tests that are used to detect DVT in clinical practice.

Results: Estimates of diagnostic accuracy in the nested case-control samples were very similar to those in the full study population. For example, for each case:control ratio, the positive predictive value of the D-dimer test was 0.30 in the full study population and 0.30 in the nested case-control samples (median of the 100 samples). As expected, variability of the estimates decreased with increasing sample size.

Conclusion: Our findings support the view that the nested case-control study is a valid and efficient design for diagnostic studies and should also be (re)appraised in current guidelines on diagnostic accuracy research.

Background

In diagnostic research it is essential to determine the accuracy of a test to evaluate its value for medical practice [1]. Diagnostic test accuracy is assessed by comparing the results of the index test with the results of the reference standard in the same patients. Given the cross-sectional nature of a diagnostic accuracy question, the design may be referred to as a cross-sectional cohort design. The (cohort) characteristic by which the study subjects (cohort members) are selected is ‘the suspicion of the target disease’, defined by the presence of particular symptoms or signs [2]. The collected study data allow for calculation of all diagnostic accuracy parameters of the index test, such as sensitivity, specificity, odds ratio, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and predictive values, i.e. the probabilities of presence and absence of the disease given the index test result(s).

Subjects are not always selected on their initial suspicion of having the disease but often on the true presence or absence of the disease among those who underwent the reference test in routine care practice, which merely
reflects a cross-sectional case-control design [3,4]. Appraisal of such conventional case-control design in diagnostic accuracy research has been limited due to its problems related to the incorrect sampling of cases and controls [3-7]. These problems may be overcome by applying a nested (cross-sectional) case-control study design, which may be advantageous over a full (cross-sectional) cohort design. The rationale, strengths and limitations of a nested case-control approach in epidemiology studies have widely been discussed in the literature [8-11], but not so much in the context of diagnostic accuracy research [6].

We therefore aim to show advantages of the nested case-control design for addressing diagnostic accuracy questions and discuss its pros and cons in relation to a conventional case-control design and to the full (cross-sectional) cohort design in this domain. We will illustrate this with data from a recently conducted diagnostic accuracy study.

**Case-control versus nested case-control design**

The essence of a case-control study is that cases with the condition under study arise in a source population and controls are a representative sample of this same source population. Not the entire population is studied, what would be a full cohort study or census approach, but rather a random sample from the source population [12]. A major flaw inherent to case-control studies, described as early as 1959 [13], is the difficulty to ensure that cases and controls are a representative sample of the same source population. In a nested case-control study the cases emerge from a well-defined source population and the controls are sampled from that same population. The main difference between a case-control and a nested case-control study is that in the former the cases and controls are sampled from a source population with unknown size, whereas the latter is 'nested' in an existing predefined source population with known sample size. This source population can be a group or cohort of subjects that is followed over time or not.

The term 'cohort' is commonly referred to a group of subjects followed over time in etiologic or prognostic research. But in essence, time is no prerequisite for the definition of a cohort. A cohort is a group of subjects that is defined by the same characteristic. This characteristic can be a particular birth year, a particular living area, and also the presence of a particular sign or symptom that makes them suspected of having a particular disease as in diagnostic research. Accordingly, a cross-sectional study can either be a cross-sectional case-control study or a cross-sectional cohort study.

**Case-control and nested case-control design in diagnostic accuracy research**

In diagnostic accuracy research the case-control design is incorrectly applied when subjects are selected from routine care databases. First, this design commonly leads to biased estimates of diagnostic accuracy of the index test due to referral or (partial) verification bias [4,14-18]. In routine care, physicians selectively refer patients for additional tests, including the reference test, based on previous test results. This is good clinical practice but a bad starting point for diagnostic research. As said, for diagnostic research purposes all subjects suspected of the target disease preferably undergo the index test(s) plus reference test irrespective of previous test results. Second, selection of patients with a negative reference test result as 'controls' may lead to inclusion of controls that correspond to a different clinical domain, i.e. patients who underwent the reference test but not necessarily because they were similarly suspected of the target condition [16,17]. A third disadvantage of such case-control design is that absolute probabilities of disease presence given the index test results, i.e. the predictive values or post-test probabilities, that are the desired parameters for patient care, cannot be obtained. Cases and controls are sampled from a source population of unknown size. The total number of patients that were initially suspected of the target disease based on the presence of symptoms or signs, i.e. the true source population, is commonly unknown as in routine care patients are hardly classified by their symptoms and signs at presentation [18]. Hence, the sampling fraction of cases and controls is unknown and valid estimates of the absolute probabilities of disease presence cannot be calculated [12].

A nested case-control study in diagnostic research includes the full population or cohort of patients suspected of the target disease. The 'true' disease status is obtained for all these patients with the reference standard. Hence, there is no referral or partial verification bias. The results of the index tests can then be obtained for all subjects with the target condition but only for a sample of the subjects without the target condition. Usually all patients with the target disease are included, but this could as well be a sample of the cases. Besides the absence of bias, all measures of diagnostic accuracy, including the positive and negative predictive values, can simply be obtained by weighing the controls with the case-control sampling fraction, as explained in Figure 1.

**Potential advantages of a nested case-control design in diagnostic research**

The nested case-control study design can be advantageous over a full cross-sectional cohort design when actual disease prevalence in subjects suspected of a target condition is low, the index test is costly to perform, or if the index
test is invasive and may lead to side effects. Under these conditions, one limits patient burden and saves time and money as the index test is performed in only a sample of the control subjects.

Furthermore, the nested case-control design is of particular value when stored data (serum, images etc.) of an existing study population are re-analysed for diagnostic research purposes. Using a nested case-control design, only data of a sample of the full study population need to be retrieved and analysed without having to perform a new diagnostic study from the start. This may for example apply to evaluation of tumour markers to detect cancer, but also for imaging or electrophysiology tests.

Diagnostic accuracy estimates derived from a nested case-control study, should be virtually identical to a full cohort analysis. However, the variability of the accuracy estimates will increase with decreasing sample size. We illustrate this with data of a diagnostic study on a cohort of patients who were suspected of DVT.

**Methods**

**Patients**

A cross-sectional study was performed among a cohort of adult patients suspected of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in primary care. This suspicion was primarily defined by the presence of a painful and swollen or red leg that existed no longer than 30 days. Details on the setting, data collection and main results have been described previously. [19,20] In brief, the full study population included 1295 consecutive patients who visited one of the participating primary care physicians with above symptoms and signs of DVT. Patients were excluded if pulmonary embolism was suspected. The general practitioner systematically documented information on patient history and physical examination. Patient history included information such as age, gender, history of malignancy, and recent surgery. Physical examination included swelling of the affected limb and difference in circumference of the calves calculated as the circumference (in centimetres) of affected limb minus circumference of unaffected limb, further referred to as calf difference test. Subsequently, all patients were referred to undergo D-dimer testing. In line with available guidelines and previous studies, the D-dimer test result was considered abnormal if the test yielded a D-dimer level $\geq 500$ ng/ml. [21,22] Finally, they all underwent the reference test, i.e. repeated compression ultrasonography (CUS) of the lower extremities. In patients with a normal first CUS measurement, the CUS was repeated after seven days. DVT was considered present if one CUS measurement was abnormal. The echographist was blinded to the results of patient history, physical examination, and the D-dimer assay.

![Figure 1](http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2288/8/48)
Nested case-control samples

Nested case-control samples were drawn from the full study population (n = 1295). In all samples, we included always all 289 cases with DVT. Controls were randomly sampled from the 1006 subjects without DVT. We applied four different and frequently used case-control ratios, i.e. one control for each case (1:1), two controls for each case (1:2), three controls for each case (1:3) and four controls for each case (1:4). For example, a sample with case-control ratio of 1:1 contained 289 cases and 289 random subjects out of 1006 controls (sampling fraction 289/1006 = 0.287). In the 1:4 approach, we sampled with replacement. For each case-control ratio, 100 nested case-control samples were drawn.

Statistical analysis

We focussed on two important diagnostic tests for DVT, i.e. the dichotomous D-dimer test and the continuous calf difference test. The latter was specifically chosen as it allowed for the estimation and thus comparison of the area under the ROC curve (ROC area). Diagnostic accuracy measures of both tests were estimated for the four case-control ratios and compared with those obtained from the full study population. Measures of diagnostic accuracy included sensitivity and specificity, positive and negative predictive values and the odds ratio (OR) for the D-dimer test, and the OR and the ROC area for the calf difference test.

In the analysis of the nested case-control samples, we multiplied control samples by [1/sample fraction] corresponding to the case-control ratio (1:1 = 3.48; 1:2 = 1.74; 1:3 = 1.16; 1:4 = 0.87). For each case-control ratio, the point estimates and variability were determined. The median estimate of the 100 samples was considered as the point estimate. Analyses were performed using SPSS version 12.0 and S-plus version 6.0.

Results

In the full study population, the prevalence of DVT was 22% (n = 289), the D-dimer test was abnormal in 69% of the patients (n = 892) and the mean difference in calf circumference was 2.3 cm (Table 1). The prevalence of DVT was 50%, 33%, 25% and 20% in the nested case-control samples as a result of the sampling ratios (1:1, 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4, respectively). The distributions of the test characteristics in the control samples were similar as for the patients from the full study population without DVT (Table 1).

In the full study population the sensitivity and negative predictive value were high for the D-dimer test, 0.94 and 0.96, respectively (Table 2), whereas the specificity and positive predictive value were relatively low. The OR for the calf difference test was 1.44 and the ROC area was 0.69.

The average estimates of diagnostic accuracy for each of the four case-control ratios were similar to the corresponding estimates of the full study population (Figure 2). For example, the negative predictive value of the D-dimer test was 0.955 in both the full study population and for the four case-control ratios. The OR of the calf difference test was 1.44 in the full study population and the OR derived from the nested case-control samples were on average also 1.44.

Discussion

The use of (conventional) case-control studies in diagnostic research has often been associated with biased estimates of diagnostic accuracy, due to the incorrect sampling of subjects [3-6,18]. Moreover, this study design does not allow for the estimation of the desired absolute disease probabilities. We discussed and showed that a case-control study nested within a well defined cohort of subjects suspected of a particular target disease with known sample size can yield valid estimates of diagnostic

Table 1: Distribution of test results in the full study population and the nested case-control samples with various case-control ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test results</th>
<th>Full study population</th>
<th>Nested case-control samples for different case-control ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DVT+</td>
<td>DVT-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 289</td>
<td>n = 1006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-dimer test abnormal</td>
<td>271 (94)</td>
<td>621 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calf difference, cm*</td>
<td>3.2 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years*</td>
<td>61.9 (16.8)</td>
<td>59.4 (17.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male gender</td>
<td>137 (47)</td>
<td>330 (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each case-control ratio, 100 nested case-control samples were drawn. The statistics of the control samples are the average values. All values represent absolute patient numbers (%) unless stated otherwise.

DVT+ = deep vein thrombosis present; DVT- = deep vein thrombosis absent; *mean (standard deviation)
Table 2: Estimates of diagnostic accuracy with 95% confidence intervals for the D-dimer and calf difference tests obtained in the full study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures of diagnostic accuracy</th>
<th>D-dimer test (dichotomous)</th>
<th>Calf difference test (continuous per cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.94 (0.91 – 0.97)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.38 (0.35 – 0.41)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>0.30 (0.27 – 0.33)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>0.96 (0.94 – 0.98)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds Ratio</td>
<td>9.33 (5.70 – 15.3)</td>
<td>1.44 (1.33 – 1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROC area</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.69 (0.65 – 0.72)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- = not applicable; PPV = positive predictive value; NPV = negative predictive value; ROC area = area under the receiver operating characteristic curve

accuracy of an index test, including the absolute probabilities of disease presence or absence. Diagnostic accuracy parameters derived from a full (cross-sectional) cohort of patients suspected of DVT were similar to the estimates derived from various nested case-control samples averaged over 100 simulations. Expectedly, the variability decreased with increasing number of controls, making the measures estimated in the larger case-control samples more precise.

As discussed, the number of subjects from which the index test results need to be retrieved can substantially be reduced with a nested case-control design. Hence, the nested case-control design is particularly advantageous when the prevalence of the target condition in the cohort of patients suspected of the target disease is rare, when the index test results are costly or difficult to collect and for re-analysing stored images or specimen. However, precision of the diagnostic accuracy measures will be hampered by increased variability when too little control patients are included.

Rutjes et al nicely discussed limitations of different study designs in diagnostic research [6]. They proposed the ‘two-gate design with representative sampling’ (which resembles the nested case-control design in this paper) as a valid design. We confirmed their proposition with a quantitative analysis of a diagnostic study. Rutjes et al suggested not to use the term ‘nested case-control’ to prevent confusion with etiologic studies where this design is commonly applied. Indeed, diagnostic and etiologic research differs fundamentally, first and foremost on the concept of time. Diagnostic accuracy studies are, in contrast to etiologic studies, typically cross-sectional in nature. Furthermore, diagnostic associations between index and reference tests are purely descriptive, whereas in etiologic studies causal associations and potential confounding are involved. Despite these major differences we believe there is no reason not to use the term nested case-control study in diagnostic research as well. The term inherently refers to the method of sampling of study subjects which can be the same in a diagnostic or etiologic setting, and has no direct bearing on the other issues typically related to etiologic case control studies.

Conclusion
Our findings support the view that the nested case-control study is a valid and efficient design for diagnostic studies. We believe that the nested case-control approach should be applied more often in diagnostic research, and also be reappraised in current guidelines on diagnostic methodology.
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Figure 2
Estimates of diagnostic accuracy of the D-dimer test and calf difference test for the 100 nested case-control samples with case-control ratios ranging from 1:1 to 1:4. The boxes indicate mean values and corresponding interquartile ranges (25th and 75th percentile). Whiskers indicate 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. The dotted lines represent the values estimated in the full study population.
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